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Governing law (or “choice of law”) and jurisdiction are quite closely 
linked, and are often dealt with in the same place, but they do cover 
2 slightly different things. 
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Governing law specifies which substantive law (i.e. the laws of which country) will apply to the 
construction, validity and effect of a contract. If there is no express choice of law in the policy 
then, broadly speaking, the law of the country with which the contract has its closest relationship 
should apply. Therefore, the usual position on a contract issued in the United Kingdom (“UK”) is 
that the laws of England and Wales apply, so it is common to see this in policies for that reason. 
A policyholder in the UK with a policy written in the UK might assume that UK law would apply, 
but it should still be stated. Absent such a specific provision on choice of law, and depending 
where a dispute materialises, there may be different legal systems to consider and the content 
and effect of these laws may vary greatly. Parties can choose the laws of another country, which 
the English and Welsh courts are able to apply, but it is unusual to see this and it potentially 
unnecessarily overcomplicates what ought to be quite a straightforward and consistent position. 
Expert evidence of a different jurisdiction would be needed to advise what the law is and how 
it ought to be applied. This being the case, it is rare to see much difference across the financial 
lines market. 

The use of the word ‘jurisdiction’ can sometimes confuse matters, not least because it is 
frequently referenced in clauses relating to the territorial limits that apply to a policy, but the 
true meaning of the term is more nuanced. A jurisdiction clause stipulates where any dispute 
arising in connection with the policy will be heard and the provisions of the clause relate to the 
competence of a court to resolve that dispute, so the parties to the policy agree in advance which 
courts will have competence to deal with a dispute and which courts will not have competence 
to deal with a dispute. If no express choice has been made, the rules can get complicated, so 
time and expense is avoided by making that choice on jurisdiction up front. A typical provision 
might therefore read: 

Choice of Law and Forum

The construction of the terms, and the validity and effect, of this policy 
are governed by English law.  Any dispute or difference arising under or in 
respect of this policy shall be subject to and determined within the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the courts of England and Wales.

If no such provision is made, the defendant should usually be sued in its country of domicile for 
individuals or the central administration or principal place of business for organisations. Use of 
‘exclusive’ is important because that means that only those courts will have jurisdiction to hear 
that dispute (on policy cover) and will prevent parties from legitimately bringing proceedings in 
courts in other jurisdictions. Any proceedings that are brought in the courts of other jurisdictions 
should be declined by those courts on the basis of the jurisdiction clause in the contract. If there 
is non-exclusive jurisdiction, those same courts (England and Wales) will have jurisdiction but 
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so will any other court that has jurisdiction according to their own jurisdictional rules. By using 
non-exclusive jurisdiction provisions proceedings may be allowed to be legitimately brought in 
any chosen jurisdiction and the opposing party cannot object to this.

In the context of UK management liability, it is rare to see many departures from the standard 
approach, so much of this may be academic. However, if activity takes place in an international  
setting, that express choice becomes more necessary and important to avoid any confusion or 
room for dispute. 
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Want to find out more?
Call: 0161 241 3550 
Email: enquries@mprunderwriting.com

Visit our website to find out more about our products and to keep 
up to date with the latest financial lines insights.

www.mprunderwriting.com 


